cept things as they are in pharmacy practice, including the mass merchandising and advertising practices of the large chain drug stores which he and others believe degrade and debase pharmacy as a profession and thus destroy its image as a health profession. Fortunately, the history of civilization gives countless examples of people and groups who have refused to accept things as they are, regardless of how hopeless their protest appeared at the moment. John Stuart Mill, for example, wrote his essay on the "Subjugation of Women" in 1869, yet it required nearly a hundred years before significant progress was made in the liberation of woman. More recently, Feldmann 1 has called our attention to certain practices by the pharmaceutical industry relative to the distribution of drug samples and other marketing abuses which have been going on for years with the tacit approval and cooperation of pharmacists and physicians. A little more than a cenutry ago the Black man and his wife and children were enslaved and subjected to various types of humiliating and degrading treatment. The leaders of society at that time accepted slavery. In fact, it seems to me that the Pharmacy Establishment -most of its educators, its association officials, its practitioners, its students -all tend to support the practices of the chain drug stores by their silence, by their acceptance, by their cooperation, and by their failure to protest practices which degrade pharmacy in much the same manner that the Establishment of the church, the agricultural industry and others supported slavery in the early 1800's.
One practice, for example, which is particularly repelling is that of large chains which advertise and sell a large variety of merchandise calling their entire establishment a Drug Store. The entire store should not be called a drug store; the term drug store should apply only to that portion of it which supplies medicines and related health supplies. Numerous department stores also have a prescription department; however, they do not call the entire store a drug store nor advertise all their merchandise under a drug store banner. As a result, the department store can advertise garden supplies, clothing, lawnmowers and a wide variety of merchandise without an adverse affect on pharmacy and its public image. On the other hand, chain drug stores daily run many pages of advertising similar to the one shown here which adversely affect pharmacy. Thus, one can say that department stores with a drug store do not degrade the profession because they do not abuse the name associated with pharmacy to promote their widespread merchandising practices; chain drug stores, on the other hand, do degrade the profession by using the term drug store to advertise and promote a wide variety of non-health related merchandise such as garden supplies, clothing, hardware etc.
Why is it necessary to advertise clothing under the drug store banner? Why are garden supplies and fertilizers sold under the banner of a drug store? Why does pharmacy accept the practice of advertising under the banner of the drug store such items as groceries, paints, auto supplies, sporting goods, bicycles and all sorts of non-health related goods? These practices would stop if enough in the profession protested strongly enough and refused to cooperate actively or passively with the chain drug stores. 
